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Something unprecedented is threatening the entire planet!  
While its source is unknown (no spoilers here!), its impact is 

clear: parts of the world are disappearing.  In China, where one of 
these spots occur, they try to cover it up.  Around the world, the 
disappearing places start small, but are growing, creating an exis-
tential threat to the reality we have taken for granted.

The President responds by trying to dump the problem on 
others, blaming them.  Politicians and bureaucrats try to figure out 
how they can use the problem to their advantage, to get increases 
in their budgets, to gain more power.  What none of them do is try 
to react to the problem by trying to understand and solve it. The 
threat grows.

Fiction, sure.  Based on history, definitely.
Over the past few decades, we have seen repeatedly how the 

powers that be deal with major crises through the narrow lens of 
their own self-interests. Over and over they step over the advice 
of knowledgeable people, the terrible implications of how they 
respond to the problems they face, ignoring the obvious to pursue 
disastrous paths.

The catastrophic failures of leadership in causing, inflaming, 
and creating terrible crises, as demonstrated by the response to 
Covid, is nothing new. The reactions to the current crisis have had 
extreme consequences, but they are not an aberration.  We’ve seen 
them before, and, most likely, absent major structural changes in 
the nature not just of public and private leaders but human nature 
itself (so lots of luck), will see them again.  

My novel A World Between presents a shattering crisis and cap-
tures how they are typically reacted to.  Only the concerted efforts 
of a brilliant, maverick physicist, working with a world-weary 
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beautiful UN worker and a pragmatic rock of a NYC detective lead 
to the clarity and courage necessary to face this new reality. They 
must fight not only the terrifying spaces of nothing threatening the 
planet and its people but also establishment scientists unwilling 
to acknowledge fundamental changes as well as politicians and 
bureaucrats who just want to get more for themselves, hoping 
wishful thinking will save the day. 

So we shouldn’t be surprised at the ineptitude and dismal 
results of the government’s response to the coronavirus. It is 
another example of a catastrophic failures of management that 
have occurred in both the public and private sectors. Post the 
euphoria of WWII success, America had terrible results in the 
War in Vietnam, the squandering of world goodwill post 9/11, the 
debacles of Iraq and Afghanistan, the failure of our so-called intel-
ligence agencies to uncover the 9/11 planning, the collapse of the 
automobile industry which required a bailout because for years 
they ignored changing consumer tastes, and the financial melt-
down of 2008, and on and on.  

These failures cut across party and ideological lines, propelled 
by a commonality of ego, greed, willful ignoring of facts, and just 
plain stupidity. Perpetuated by leaders wrapped in cocoons of 
their own devising that preserve them in their sanctuaries. The 
main difference is that in the current crisis the consequences of 
our particular brand of arrogance and incompetence have more 
directly fatal consequences on our people, our economy, and our 
social structure. But it is not an aberration, rather an extreme.

What exacerbates the current circumstance is that the 
people in government now don’t believe in government. They 
sought power with the goal of limiting government’s powers and 
influence, just at a time when a crisis has occurred at a scale and 
type that only government can address. Thanks to them, societal 
mores must be abandoned, systems decimated, the depth of this 
catastrophe still unfolding.

If these failures have something in common, it is that the per-
son or people in authority were allowed or enabled to proceed 
unchecked, decisions unexamined and/or unchallenged. How few 
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were those who knew better and spoke out, resigned, shouted, and 
how ineffective in any event they were, with power structures so 
heavily weighted at the top, where men were, at the end of the day, 
just men.

At the end of A World Between, there is a sense that something 
major and structural in the world has shifted. There will be a new 
new normal, just as we seek to define what that will be post (if we 
ever achieve that condition) the coronavirus pandemic. The most 
difficult thing to accept is when reality as we know it fundamen-
tally changes; it takes people of clarity, courage, with the capacity 
to become aware of such change, to confront it while acknowledg-
ing its impact.  Here’s hoping. 

Here are the opening chapters from A World Between.
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Praise for A World Between:

“It had me on the edge of my seat, quickly turning pages to get to 
the conclusion of the story. The plot had unexpected twists and 
turns and the characters were multidimensional and engaging.”

– Book Bug

“Extravagant and entertaining.”
– Comfy Reading

“As physics, politics, and human affairs collide, readers are treated 
to a sharply engrossing story that’s unpredictable and hard to put 

down.”
– Midwest Book Review
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Parts of the world were disappearing; for a while, 
nobody noticed.

Yes, there were reports. Clear, emphatic. But 
every observer has a flaw when a bright light 
shines on them. Three black kids caught in the 
wrong place, who’d say anything to stay out of 
trouble. A pilot with a few too many hours star-
ing at the sky. A river rat who told tall tales even 
when he was sober. An old mountain man who 
saw paths best from memory. Their reports were 
greeted with mistrust, bemusement, skepticism 
– all the ways but one. They weren’t asking what 
was the matter, but rather, where was the matter. 
There was no box that contained that question.

And, it must be admitted, they were saying the 
damnedest things.
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Chapter One
⚎

Nowhere.
That’s where we’re headed, Susan thought. The rutted, 

dirt-crusted road which the jeep bounced over in backbreaking 
intervals was going to lead nowhere, as far as she was concerned. 
Still, something out there was stirring the local tribes so deeply 
that they were ignoring the food cartons she’d finally gotten to the 
Distribution Center. Not that there was enough for all of them, nor 
would they find all the food edible, but like Susan they had gotten 
used to what was, not what might be, and usually crowded in when 
a shipment arrived. Not today. Stuck in a makeshift warehouse 
where the trapped heat and inactivity were equally oppressive, 
Susan finally yielded to the impulse to find out what was going on. 

That morning she arrived expecting to find a bustling mob 
lined up at the warehouse door. Instead there was just Ambway, 
ready to work as always. Ambway was her translator, guide, liai-
son, and lifeline. When not with her, he worked as a guide for the 
safaris and hunts that still passed through. Most shots were fired 
with cameras these days, often by teenagers accompanied by their 
parents, or couples on honeymoon; only the well-to-do could visit 
here, drive past the huts, avoiding the notion that inside people 
were hungry beyond their comprehension, a hunger unto death. 
But Susan couldn’t drive past; she lived to feed them, on mission 
from the United Nations, here now for sixteen months, her third 
such tour.

She asked Ambway where everybody was. He shrugged his 
shoulders. They stood in front of the warehouse, looking onto the 
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barren dirt streets that wound through the quiet huts. Several 
tribesmen came up the street, riding donkeys or running alongside 
them. She recognized one of them, a man in his thirties who often 
helped her. She called out, but he kept riding by. Ambway yelled, 
and they yelled back to him without breaking stride.

“What did they say?” she asked. “What’s going on?”
“Don’ know, Ms. Corporell. They just say they going to big junc-

tion, like everybody else.”
“Gee, a party and we’re not invited. What do you think, 

Ambway?”
“Don’t know.”
She decided to wait around, convinced that soon people 

would come for the food. By mid-afternoon nobody had, and no 
one else had passed by. The junction was a long, tough ride off, but 
it beat standing around doing nothing; they did that in the offices 
in the capital, which is why she always opted for the field. They got 
the Land Rover the UN Mission had bought cheap from one of the 
diminishing number of hunter guides, and Susan drove into the 
flat, dry lands that preceded the jungle.

 The dust poured through the open windows along with the heat. 
Her face became a reddish clay mask under her blonde hair. First 
makeup in over a year, she thought. After several miles she didn’t even 
bother trying to brush it off. Swatches of dense growth closed in on 
them, around the river beds and mud flats, where the wheels spun res-
olutely, only to open up again into broad dusty flats. 

They kept swigging water from bottles in the back, and after 
a while stopped talking, trying to adjust their bodies to the buck-
ing and bouncing over routes that were barely roads, occasional 
long straight expanses that Susan navigated with Ambway’s help, 
for there were no markers and nothing to indicate what was road 
and what was just the flat land that surrounded them; other times 
through narrow paths where limbs and brush swept over the car, 
streaking its dirty sides, enveloping them. Ambway instinctively 
pulled back as a low branch hit the windshield; Susan didn’t flinch. 
The leaves reached through the open windows and brushed her, as 
if they were trying to devour anything that passed their way.
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The skies turned dark quickly, as they did here; one moment 
there was sun, the next her vision was obscured by a dense pour-
ing rain. The wind beat against the windows and doors. Susan pre-
ferred the Land Rover to the Toyotas they used with the rest of the 
Mission; they were heavier, steadier in storms, more sure-footed in 
the mud. It was hard to prepare for the worst, and often unafford-
able, but out here the worst came often.

Susan slowed as a stream appeared, normally a trickle swollen 
wide from the sudden downpour. She downshifted, kept them at 
a steady pace to maintain a cavity in front of the car to keep the 
water that was nearly over the top of the hood from flooding the 
engine. Ambway nodded at her in admiration. She felt good.

The rain didn’t let up, and they had to skid to a stop as they came 
over the crest of a slight hill onto a vast encampment. The local tribes 
had scattered on it in a large semicircle. Susan recognized some of the 
tribes and their elders, for she had worked with many in the region. 
Others even she had never seen before. Ambway muttered that this 
was most unusual. They hopped out of the car, trying to see in the 
distance what was going on. All they could see was a ridge in front of 
them, surrounded by large trees. They started walking past the peo-
ple, most of them sitting still, ignoring the rain, ignoring them. Small 
huts dotted the camp, out of which poured the howls of children; other 
than that there was almost complete silence broken only by the push 
of the wind and the pounding of the rain. They made their way to the 
front, where Susan and Ambway stood next to some elders dressed in 
traditional robes. They all looked east to what would be the center of 
the semicircle the tribes were arrayed in.

The old men stopped them, indicating they could go no fur-
ther. Susan and Ambway looked in the same direction as the elders. 
The low clouds and dark storm limited vision sharply. It seemed to 
Susan, but she couldn’t quite tell, that in the distance was a section 
within the ridge where the rain didn’t seem to be falling, but it was 
hard to resolve the image. The storm blew from the north; most 
of the jungle around them swirled as it collided with the massive 
winds, but to the right of the section the trees simply swayed gently, 
curling around and towards the spot.
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Despite the storm, a sense of quiet pervaded the area. Even 
the normally talkative Ambway was subdued. She turned to him, 
stood close, and asked him to ask why they were there. Ambway 
spoke to the man next to him, the eldest, who wore a small white 
cap atop his creased brown face, itself a mask of stoic calm, in a 
dialect she didn’t understand, then turned back to her.

“Hard to understand. Very old language. He says maybe, 
‘Sacred spot, don’t go near, take you in, don’t see you.’”

“Don’t see me?”
“Yes.”
“You mean I’d disappear from view, or not come back?”
“Yes.” Ambway shook his head. 
Susan was used to the limitations of talking with him, but as 

she looked at the spot she felt a chill run through her, whether of 
ancient recognition, current fear, or the rain she couldn’t be sure. 
The mists made it hard to get a fix, or else the section itself was elu-
sive, but it had an unnatural hue to it, not a color so much as a lack 
of color, and a diffusion of shape. 

Susan tried to blink the distance into clarity, but it wouldn’t 
cohere. I’m out of my element here, way out. She asked how long it 
had been there, but couldn’t tell from the answer if it had been two 
days, two weeks, or two centuries. In Africa such distinctions were 
often lost. She’d seen many strange things since her first Mission 
here ten years ago, and this silent gathering and odd landscape 
was yet another she didn’t understand.

The wind blew harder, lashing them. The rain fell like explod-
ing pellets, making it harder to be heard. Around them the people 
in the tribes sat, still and silent. She shouted to Ambway, a struggle 
to be heard, “Ask them what it is.” The rain streaked her dirt-caked 
face, drops fell from it to the muddy ground, her soaked clothes 
stuck to her; she ignored it like all else seemed ignored around her.

Ambway spoke to one of the men, turned to her, then turned 
back to the man for some more words, then looked at her through 
the downpour. 

 “Can’t tell, maybe he’s talking about the place, maybe the 
time,” he yelled to her.
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“Never mind, what’s he say?” she yelled back, leaning closer to 
him, barely able to hear amidst the torrent surrounding them.

Ambway shouted to her, “He says . . .” he paused, looked 
towards the spot, “He says, ‘It’s the end of the world.’”
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Chapter Two
⚎

Parts of the world were disappearing; nobody had noticed. 
That’s what the kid was saying. Antifermo hoped the 

kid would change his story, make it easier to file a report, but he 
wouldn’t; he sat in the dark processing room of Precinct 19, star-
ing hard at the floor, next to his sister, determined to tell his truth. 
The detective looked down at them, the black teenage boy and the 
younger girl, picked up an official incident form, and wrote “gen-
eral purpose” where it asked for nature of incident. The crowded 
room cackled with the sounds of tired men typing behind beaten 
wooden tables, awash in the stories people told. The kind that get 
transcribed, not believed. There wasn’t a window that seemed to 
look out on anywhere. The keys fell like small-caliber shots at close 
range, the paper ripped through the rollers like sad gears grinding. 

Lucy’s small chin jutted forward, but she nudged close up 
against the side of her brother in spite of herself. He put his arm 
around her. She wasn’t used to big, dark-haired old white guys 
talking to them. Neither was he; they’d walk around an avenue 
block to avoid that. He could tell she could hardly follow what 
he was saying, and Tyrone, who could chatter nonstop for hours 
sitting on a stoop, was just muttering and looking down as if his 
sneakers had become so important. 

Tyrone stayed tight and ready to move, to protect Lucy, 
because Momma had said to, and because he had more pride than 
fear, which was why the report was such a pain in the ass for Detec-
tive Sal Antifermo.
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“Tell me again, Tyrone, just what happened.” He held the form 
in front of him like a baton he wanted to pass, only the rest of the 
team had left the track. His bulk shrouded the paper; all the boy 
saw as he peeked up was the dark contour of a large man against 
the smudged gray walls that surrounded them. Tyrone started to 
speak; a phone rang, and he held his breath until it was picked up. 
When the words came out, it was as if they were being expelled 
from a punctured balloon.

“I awready tol you.”
“I know you did, Tyrone, but maybe I missed something. That’s 

some story you got yourself there.”
Lucy finally spoke, her high-pitched voice cutting through the 

striking keys like a knife through cardboard. “Tyrone, I gotta pee.”
“Lucy, damn you sit there ‘til he say we can go, okay.”
“Hey, that’s alright, we can take care of her, hey, Patoozie, take 

this kid to the can, now would be a good time.” He yelled over to a 
woman in the light blue blouse and darker pants of a patrol officer, 
who was sitting on a bench talking to another cop. 

“That’s Patous, you know, Sal, like it could kill you to learn.”
 Sal pointed at Lucy and shrugged. Patous walked over, looked 

at Lucy, pulled up the sagging belt that held her gun and radio and 
a dozen other hanging cop items, and said, “Awright, kid, c’mon. 
We’ll take a leak and leave the boys to their BS, you know what I 
mean?” Lucy stared intently at the equipment so near her head, 
her eyes magnified through thick round glasses; she stood, barely 
taller than when she was sitting, and held out her hand. Patous 
looked down at it, rolled her head while Antifermo held back a 
laugh, then took the hand and they walked down the hallway. Sal 
turned back to Tyrone.

“Listen, kid, I know how it is, you don’t wanna look silly in front of 
the little sis, but you wanna say anything different, you know, like what 
happened, it’ll just be between you and me, she’ll never know.”

Tyrone stared at him and talked through the sounds of oth-
ers in the room telling their tales, talked past the clatter and the 
rings, talked into Antifermo’s eyes and swore, “No, iss like I tol you, 
jus that way.”
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⚎

Tyrone had been caught running off a stretch of Jones Beach closed 
for restoration – nobody went there or guarded it, so they didn’t 
have to pay an admissions fee to get into the area. He and two 
other kids were stopped as they came tear-assing out of the dunes 
by a couple of cops trying to coop in the hot sun, who popped out 
of their cars like all hell breaking loose from the shouts and then 
had to stand tough to make up for the embarrassment. When the 
kids finally caught their breaths and looked at each other, this one 
blurted out how some section of the beach wasn’t there anymore, 
gone. Well, of course, the cops said, that’s the restoration. No, that’s 
not it, he said. The cops reported the kid refused to state why they 
were running. They let the skinny one, Samuel, go and brought 
Tyrone and Lucy in for questioning, mostly to make sure the girl 
got home safely.

“Gomez,” Antifermo shouted over to the duty clerk. “Anybody 
check this out?”

“Hey, Lieutenant, gimme a break, huh.” Gomez didn’t even 
look up, his head barely visible over the papers on his desk. Sal 
shrugged; he knew the drills, and the weights, the piles of folders 
and reports that pinned them in place. Anyway, what did it mat-
ter? In fact, he kind of liked this story. He’d heard so many, the kind 
involving cousins having sudden urgent needs to go to hospitals, 
but this was a new one, and he appreciated that. He didn’t believe 
it, of course. He didn’t believe any of them, not after twenty-six 
years. Still, he liked it, it wasn’t the kind you heard every day. It was 
definitely a good story.

Gomez threw a report over to him about some wannabe biker 
who’d scared a yuppie near the meat market. Antifermo skimmed 
it, told him he’d get to it in a little while. He turned back to Tyrone.

“Hey, kid, let’s go get an Italian ice, whaddaya say?”
“When Lucy ges back, den les go,” Tyrone said, still staring at 

the floor, his feet swaying in big white unlaced sneakers beneath 
him. “An I don like lemon.”
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⚎

They walked near one of the local basketball courts, a cement 
patch that had once been used for handball. Remnants of a chain-
link net still hung from the rims, giving a slight rattling sound when 
the ball made it through. Sal sent Lucy home. Tyrone was still 
jumpy, so when he asked if he could play a bit, Sal said sure. He was 
one of the younger players, although, as Antifermo had guessed, 
the kid moved well and easily. After a while he called Tyrone back; 
the boy came reluctantly, the big sneakers that seemed to propel 
him on the court became two white anchors he dragged towards 
Antifermo. The other kids melted away from Tyrone at Antifermo’s 
call, and alone in the hot sun he plodded over to the detective, who 
sat on a cracked cement bench with rusted metal support rods 
pushing through where the arms used to be. Antifermo breathed 
deeply, ran his thick fingers over the rough cement. It was a tough 
place, a tough world, but Sal reveled in the solid stuff of this city 
around him. Others might not notice, even despise it, but for him 
it was the stuff of life.

Antifermo figured if he got the kid out of the precinct house 
maybe he’d get more of the truth. He bought Italian ices for both 
of them, his lemon, same as when he was five, the kid’s cherry, and 
started. “Okay, Tyrone, what happened out at Jones, why were you 
running away?”

Tyrone looked cautiously at Antifermo, the perspiration from 
the game starting to mingle with the sweat from the interview, but 
Antifermo nodded. “Go on, kid, I don’t care about your beating the 
fee, okay, I used to hit that beach a lot when I was a kid.” Antifermo 
could picture the three of them as Tyrone talked: this kid, his little 
sister, and his friend . . .

⚎

It was bad enough, Tyrone thought, to have to walk the forever 
walk from the bus stop along the road far enough out to a place 
where no one would notice them. The day was hot from before it 
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broke; the sweat started while they lay in bed, it built as they took 
three subway rides and then the bus with the air conditioning not 
working as usual, its windows open with the hot, clammy breeze 
that did nothing but coat them with more damp. It was enough to 
make this long walk yourself, ducking whenever a car approached, 
but to have to drag along a baby sister, that was too much.

It was Momma’s fault: “Take little Lucy wit’ you, I got nothin for 
her to do today, she’ll jes drive me crazy,’“ in her insistent high whin-
ing voice you’d do anything just to stop it. Right, so let her drive 
Tyrone crazy, cause he’s such a good boy he can take it. Damn. 

The kids walked towards an out-of-the-way place, so nobody 
would catch them. Tyrone knew Lucy was trying hard to keep up with 
him and his friend Samuel – not Sam, or Sammy, but Sam-u-el, lots of 
emphasis, even with him lookin so funny with his skinny legs stickin 
out of his old gym shorts, goin in every which direction. Lucy’s light 
brown round face was set deep and forward, its shape repeated in 
her round sunglasses with the reddish tortoiseshell edges and purple 
lenses, all under a big white beach hat. A purple-specked white dress 
barely got out of the way of her fast-moving little legs, which like her 
dark arms stood out in contrast to the dress, floating limbs ending in 
clenched little fists and toes, her always puckered lips leading those 
wide eyes in determination. Tyrone and Samuel accepted the burden 
with practical resignation. It was rare to be completely care-free, and a 
whole day at the beach, or a day as long as until they got caught, even 
with Lucy around it was close enough.

Lucy hadn’t done badly on the road, but it got tougher for her over 
the dunes, scrub grass, and sand, into a thickly overgrown path, vines 
and grass, sharp-leafed ocean’s-edge plants snapping at their feet, the 
boys in big unlaced white sneakers that promised they could fly, but 
today wanting to get them off sooner than they could, Lucy in little flip-
flop sandals that she kept losing in the mean crabbing vines. 

“Tyrone,” she called out, “one of these plants cut me.” He saw a 
bloody scratch on her leg, but she didn’t cry; she never did.

At last they were through the growth, at the edge of the beach, 
still hundreds of feet from the shore. With the goal in sight, Tyrone 
lost his patience. 
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“Lucy, I’m goin carry you now, I don want no argument.” Lucy, 
who had absolutely refused to be lifted so much as an inch through 
the path, pouted and stood like she was trying to plant herself. She 
crossed her arms holding her little yellow towel up to her chest, 
while Tyrone picked her up and deposited her on his strong, 
rounded shoulders. She settled in quickly now that she could see 
over the bushes to the sand and ocean beyond. 

“Thissa lot better than lookin at choo boys’ big butts,” she said, 
and they laughed.

In the distance was the big rec building with the hot dogs and 
the bathrooms Tyrone would want to trudge to only once during 
the day but he already knew Lucy’d have to go at least twice. Right 
now it was fine just to get her quickly closer to the water’s edge; he 
would work the hurry out of his system playing in the surf, never 
going in over his head, though, because he didn’t know how to 
swim all that well, none of his friends did.

They walked for a while, Lucy just looking, the boys talking 
excitedly about getting into the water, finding some type of tray on 
which to skim the waves, and about jumping the little ledge that 
the night’s tides would have carved near the water’s edge, a minia-
ture of great canyon walls that they could swoop down, feeling like 
magic, like princes, enveloped by the sounds thunderous to whis-
pering of waves approaching, crashing, pushing white, soft foam 
along a stretch of shore, greeted only by their brethren pausing 
here before turning round for the long march out.

The boys took off their sneakers at last, Samuel hopping 
around on one foot for a while before finally falling and removing 
them sitting down, Tyrone never losing his balance as he shifted 
weight onto each foot, even with Lucy on his shoulders. He teased 
Lucy about carrying his sneakers for him. She wrinkled her nose 
even more, making a sound like “euuu” while crossing her hands 
under his chin, tilting her head in silence. They walked towards the 
shore.

“Tyrone, what is that?” Lucy cried out, to press her little voice 
against the sounds of wind and distant waves, bigger noises even 
than the rumble of trucks constantly passing under their windows.
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Tyrone had been watching his footing, the morning sand 
cool and rich around his feet, carefully stepping through 
washed-up rubbery seaweed and nail-studded planks and 
shreds of plastic containers, around big holes dug for beach 
restoration, talking to Samuel, not looking ahead. He was con-
tent to let the smell and sounds and the feel of his toes through 
the sand fill his senses without the distraction of the sights, still 
a bonus to come. Better to take in each sensation separately 
than use them all up at once. He had no idea what his sister was 
talking about, nor did Samuel, who was walking backwards to 
keep up conversation with Tyrone and his funny little kid sister. 
Samuel talked in a singing, continuous way, and Tyrone figured 
that Lucy was interrupting them because they were talking 
about girls, Samuel saying he wasn’t about to run his hands 
through no braids on the top of someone’s skull and Tyrone 
saying he didn’t have to worry cause no one was about to give 
him the chance. She yelled out again, and Tyrone conceded in 
exasperation: “What is what, Lucy?”

She pointed straight ahead, a little to the right. “That. Iss like 
part of dat beach ain’t there, jus ain’t there.”

“Well, they diggin the beach up, Lucy, you seen them holes.”
“I’m talkin right by the water, they’s no hole diggin there.”
Aw, hell, Lucy, they laughed, it’s just the mist, ain’t you ever 

seen mist before, fog, haze, clouds, girl, from a distance at the 
beach you could almost get like a what was it, a mee-rage, that’s all. 
They hardly looked.

“Dat don look like no mis’ to me. And how come it’s jus in dat 
one place if it’s dis big mis’ you keep talkin bout?”

Damn this girl can be a pain. Tyrone looked up to see her prig-
gish always-right little face, a princess pucker when she felt denied. 
Man, he thought, she is goin to be a ball buster when she grows up. 
Like lots of the girls his age, fourteen, which is why he and Samuel 
wanted to come down by themselves to this empty place some-
times. But what was Lucy talking about?

“Hey, Samuel, you walk like a turkey, you know that? Take a 
look. Whatchu think of that?”
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Samuel laughed with Tyrone at Lucy, never turning around. 
Now he spun, saying, “Ty-rone, my man, it is only the mind that is 
the prob – hey, what is that?”

They kept walking forward, but slower, slower, finally com-
ing to a complete stop. Tyrone deliberately and gently lifted Lucy 
above his shoulders and put her down, his gaze locked ahead the 
whole time. 

⚎

Tyrone’s voice got softer, Antifermo had to lean forward to hear 
him as he repeated what happened, above the claps of bouncing 
balls, the honking cars, the incessant buzz of the city. 

⚎

Off to their left, waves crashed onto the shore. Tyrone could see 
the sun reflected off the spray that jumped into the air like when 
they opened a hydrant in the baking summer. Far to their right 
where the bay turned inward he could make out a calm blue sur-
face, small waves woven through dark green weeds that grew 
straight out of the water, like one of Momma’s needlepoints, with 
the silhouette of the rec building past that. In front of them, as they 
gazed in silence, was . . . nothing. Absolutely nothing. No beach, no 
waves coming in, not even light; instead, a mushroom-hued cur-
tain where sand, waves, and sky should have been. They stared at it, 
at nothing. It seemed to muffle noise, the distant caw of a gull, the 
far roar of waves on the beach, seemed to take their thoughts away 
as well, with all the sounds around them muted .

When they had crossed the dunes, the air had been still, a slight 
sea breeze wafting with the promise of a cool shore and tingling 
seas. The wind that had blown in their faces now swirled around 
them. Suddenly, it created a vortex pulling them in, an emptiness, 
sucking at them. Lucy, near fatally the most curious, was drawn 
forward. Tyrone, big brother, raced to catch up with her, pull her 
back, while Samuel, unattached when crisis came, ran off. The 
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whisper of the wind turned incessant, from grandma’s gentle hush 
to a train’s oncoming roar; it whipped Lucy’s pretty white sun hat 
off her head, the sound of the brim snapping like a slap from Mom-
ma’s hard hand at the last edge of control. The hat hopped over the 
beach like a drunken marionette until it entered the strange space 
and then it was gone, gone like vision itself in front of them, gone 
like hope and fear, nothing left. Lucy went after the hat, on the edge 
of it until Tyrone grabbed her, turned her around, the sand grasped 
their feet as they tried to run, mocked their motions to escape, like 
the dream where legs didn’t work, slo-mo until finally they were 
away from it.

“Sheeyit,” yelled Tyrone. He lunged, seized Lucy around her 
waist; she kicked and screamed as they ran back the way they had 
come, catching up with Samuel, heading in the only direction that 
mattered – away. 

⚎

The detective and the boy sat silent for a moment. Antifermo liked 
it, a great excuse – hell, none of the kids was charged with anything 
– but he couldn’t see anything more to it. Who knows what even a 
good-looking kid like this was into. On a flash thought, he said, “So, 
Tyrone, whaddaya say we go back, check it out.”

Tyrone jumped up. “I ain goin back there, no way.”
Antifermo shrugged, his lips pursing. “Right, kid, just thought 

I’d give it a shot.” He got up, told Tyrone to take it easy, take care 
what he got into, and walked away, to pick up another file, listen to 
another story. Tyrone ran back into the game, yelling for the ball, 
but when it came his way it popped out of his hands and slipped 
across the court.
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